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Cyber Racism: White Supremacy Online and the New Attack on Civil Rights (Pespectives on a Multiracial America Series)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2009
I have spent almost ten years doing the research for, thinking about, and finally writing this book. In the pages that follow, I emphasize the importance of understanding standpoint when critically evaluating information on the Internet, so it seems only fitting that I should say something about my own relation to the text.

This book...
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Information Brokering Across Heterogeneous Digital Data: A Metadata-based ApproachSpringer, 2000
Information intermediation is the foundation stone of some of  the most successful Internet companies, and is perhaps second only to  the Internet Infrastructure companies. On the heels of information  integration and interoperability, this book on information brokering  discusses the next step in information interoperability and  integration.  The...
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Digital Transmission: A Simulation-Aided Introduction with VisSim/Comm (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010
Digital Transmission – A Simulation-Aided Introduction with VisSim/Comm is a book in which basic principles of digital communication, mainly pertaining to the physical layer, are emphasized. Nevertheless, these principles can serve as the fundamentals that will help the reader to understand more advanced topics and the associated...
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Introducing Silverlight 4Apress, 2010

	Introducing Silverlight 4 brings you up to speed with the latest version of Silverlight quickly and efficiently. The book builds off your understanding of the basics of .NET coding and WPF, allowing your journey to Silverlight 4 proficiency to be as quick and painless as possible. The text highlights where coding techniques are...
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The Next Wave: Using Digital Technology to Further Social and Political Innovation (Brookings FOCUS Book)Brookings Institution Press, 2011

	The digital revolution is in full force but many public and private sector leaders are stymied: How can they maximize the full potential of digital technology? This hesitancy puts a brake on the transformational power of digital technology and means private companies and governmental bodies fall well behind other digital pioneers....
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SMART Board Interactive Whiteboard For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	The easy-to-use guide to SMART Board® interactive whiteboards


	SMART Board interactive whiteboards—which combine the functionality of a computer with the simplicity of a whiteboard—are rapidly becoming fixtures in classrooms, boardrooms, and lecture halls everywhere. While these high tech devices are...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring, 5th Edition: Current with 2011-2013 Electrical CodesCreative Publishing, 2011

	The world of wiring tends to move in cycles, so to speak. The basic science that causes your blender to whir

	when you plug the cord into a wall outlet doesn’t change, but the ways we harness and manage electrical

	power are constantly improving—always with an eye toward safety. The Complete Guide to Wiring changes, too....
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Inkjet Technology for Digital FabricationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Whilst inkjet technology is well-established on home and small office desktops and is now having increasing impact in commercial printing, it can also be used to deposit materials other than ink as individual droplets at a microscopic scale. This allows metals, ceramics, polymers and biological materials (including living cells) to be...
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Intel Trusted Execution Technology for Server Platforms: A Guide to More Secure Datacenters (Expert's Voice in Security)Apress, 2013

	"This book is a must have resource guide for anyone who wants to ...  implement TXT within their environments.  I wish we had this guide when our engineering teams were implementing TXT on our solution platforms!”  


	John McAuley,EMC Corporation


	"This book details innovative technology...
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Biophotonics: Optical Science and Engineering for the 21st CenturySpringer, 2006

	It is now well established that all living systems emit a weak but permanent photon flux in the visible and ultraviolet range. This biophoton emission is correlated with many, if not all, biological and physiological functions. There are indications of a hitherto-overlooked information channel within the living system. Biophotons may trigger...
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Image Analysis: Applications in Materials Engineering (Materials Science & Technology)CRC Press, 1998

	Minimizing theoretical background and mathematical formalism, Image Analysis provides basic principles of image acquisition, enhancement, measurements, and interpretation in a very simple form, using an approach toward applications and properties of available tools. The singular study lists different tasks to do and offers complete solutions...
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Statistical Analysis with RPackt Publishing, 2010

	This is a practical, step by step guide that will help you to quickly become proficient in the data analysis using R. The book is packed with clear examples, screenshots, and code to carry on your data analysis without any hurdle. If you are a data analyst, business or information technology professional, student, educator, researcher, or...
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